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 I   Fill in the blanks: 

1. Schools generally have a big playground students canplay games like 

……,……,…,  …. 

2. Some games need many ……..………..,. 

3. We usually play board games like ludo,……..,,………..,  and ……at home . 

4. P.T. Usha is famous Indian woman for …………. 

5. Mary Kom is famous for………. 

6. Sania Nehwal is world famous for ………….games  

7. Tania Sachdev is famous for ……….. 

8. Anjali Bhagwat is famous for …………. 

9. A person who can twist or move his/her body in any way called ……… 

10. ……….is a rod hanging by two ropes and free to swing,used in a circus . 

11. Fisheries , dairy and ……….farming are  parts of agriculture . 

12. ………….is the main occupation of people in India . 

13. Alarge number of people in our country are ……….. 

14. Crops such as wheat , pulses and millets are called ……… 

15. Oilseeds,cotton ,sugercane ,tea ,cofee and jute are known as 



………  

II Write true  or false : 

16. Places where fish are kept to hatch eggs called fisheries.         [     ] 

17. Large scale means small in number.       [    ] 

18. Raw materials are basic materials from which different things are made.  [    ] 

19. Agriculture means only growing crops.    [    ] 

20. Rice ,wheat and sugercane  are cash crops.   [    ] 

21. All cottage industries are found in large cities.   [   ] 

III.Answer the following questions :in 2-3 sentences  

 

22. What is a fair ? 

23.  What is your favourite game and why ? 

24. Why cant we play some games at home ? 

25. What do you see in  a circus ? 

26. What games do you think only men can play ?Why ? 

27. What is agriculture ? 

28.   Explain with examples the two types of crops grown in India .  

29. Can we use raw materials directly ? Explain with an example . 

30. Explain why agriculture is important for us . 

1V.Write the correct industry for each of the following : 

        (Cottage , Largescale ,  Small scale).  

31. Making railway engines:------------------------------- 

   32. Making computers : ---------------------------------- 

   33. Making T-shirt : ------------------------------------- 



  34 : Making beads necklaces : -------------------------- 

  35 : Making rubber sandals : ----------------------------- 


